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Colby students re-adjust plans to study abroad due to COVID-19
B y F iona H uo
News Reporter

As the COVID-19 pandemic throws the entire
tourism industry into a
standstill, one of the carryover effects has been
the cancelation of college
study abroad programs,
with many countries locking down their borders
and enacting strict measures for visitors and in
particular,
Americans.
With the spike in coronavirus cases over the summer, the outlook for study
abroad in the fall looked
bleak. This has left many
members of the Class of
2022 in a tailspin looking

for alternative plans or
deciding whether to come
back to Mayflower Hill.
For these students, the
study abroad process began early sophomore year.
Preparation included attending the study abroad
fair, meeting with staff
from the College’s office
of off-campus study, and
applications and essays
for their desired program.
By the time the pandemic
hit, most had already been
placed in a program.
Everett Metchick `22
knew he wanted to study
abroad since freshman
year. Metchick was looking forward to spending
an entire year abroad

in the United Kingdom
while attending the London School of Economics
(LSE). In Metchick’s case,
because he was set to enroll as a normal student at
LSE, the choice of attending was always an option.
However, he said the decision was clear by May
when he received news
that it was going to be impossible to obtain a student visa and that Colby
would no longer reward
him credit for his classes
at LSE because of safety
concerns.
“Obviously I was disappointed, but there was
nothing I could do. I
couldn’t blame it on any-
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one because these were
the circumstances that
not only I was dealing
with, but everyone else
in the world was dealing
with too.”
While he has the opportunity to potentially go to London in the
spring, Metchick said he
has made the personal decision not to go in part
because his classes at LSE
were full-year courses.
As for his plans in lieu of
studying abroad, Metchick
has decided to take the semester off. He and three
other Colby students are
currently staying at a ranch
in Jackson Hole, Wyoming
volunteering with the forest service and he plans to
come back to the Hill for
the spring semester.
Another student Thea
Reddin `22 decided to return to Colby for the fall
semester after her IFSA
Butler program to Mérida,
Mexico was canceled in
late June. Like Metchick,
Reddin had been looking
forward to going abroad for
the entire year for as long
as she could remember. As
for her decision to resume
classes at Colby, Reddin
says, “I was also excited to
get back on campus and see
my friends since the spring
semester got cut short.”
In an email to The Colby Echo, Nancy Downey,
the director of off-campus
study at the College, said,
“Programs for fall were
canceled, so we have only
a few students on domestic
experiences this semester:
the Bigelow program in
Boothbay, the Howard exchange, and the Dartmouth
and Columbia engineering
programs.”
The Colby Echo was able
to catch up with Kaliyah
Bennett `22, who is par-

ticipating in the exchange
program at Howard University in Washington D.C
with fellow Colby student
Rohnique Davy `22. Bennett was fortunate enough
to have her off-campus
experience because as a
domestic program, Bennett could easily travel
to D.C. from her home in
New York City. Bennett
said she was worried her
program was in jeopardy
after Colby sent students
home in March. However,
after receiving the green
light in April informing
her she had the go-ahead
to attend, Bennett said
“I was instantly more excited to attend than I
was before.”
According to Howard
University’s website, the
school made the difficult
decision to move all Fall
2020 undergraduate courses online and non-residential. While Bennett is
taking online classes, she
enjoys living in D.C. in
an off-campus apartment
she is sharing with other
Howard students.
“I love that I can explore
the city of D.C., which is
the total opposite of Waterville.”
Bennett also expressed
her excitement about being able to take classes not
offered at Colby.
“I am an African American studies major with a
minor in Cinema Studies.
Currently, I am taking a
class called “Black Experience Film” and being
able to intersect my two
concentrations is amazing.
There are so many classes
that Howard offers that
Colby does not, which is
why I am so grateful that
Colby has allowed me to
do this program.”
Colby sophomores look-

ing to study abroad in the
near future, Downey says
the Class of 2023 should
expect the study abroad
application to remain essentially the same with the
exception of all information sessions and advising
meetings being virtual.
Colby sophomores were
recently invited to participate in the Forum on
Education Abroad Virtual Study Abroad Fair over
Zoom held from 8 am to
10 pm on September 10th.
For some attendees, the
virtual experience just
isn’t the same as an in-person fair. Gwendolen Huo
`23 attended the SIT “table” via Zoom.
“The program representative talked for about 15
minutes about the history
and structure of the program and the goals and
missions of the program.
Also, there was a time limit on the Zoom so there
was barely any time for
questions. I feel like I did
learn a lot about the program overall but didn’t
establish a personal connection with any one of
SIT’s programs.”
According to Huo, different study abroad providers would use the same
zoom link, so oftentimes a
session would be disrupted when providers would
switch off.
For many Colby students,
studying abroad is a quintessential part of the college
experience. Downey says
it is still unclear whether
students with scheduled
study abroad programs in
the spring will be able to
attend. It seems as though,
like with all things these
days, it’ll depend on how
we fare with the upcoming
battle of the COVID-19
and the wintertime.

College administrators follow up on Colby Mutual Aid
B y S o n i a L ac ht e r
News Editor

The Colby Mutual Aid
Fund started out as a way to
take the burden off of low-income students to pay for
things like travel and school
supplies, but since the start of
the semester, they have taken
up the cause of covering the
Colby-required health care
costs that they say are not being covered in financial aid
packages as robustly as in the
past.
Members of the fund met in
August with College administrators—Dean of the College
Karlene Burrell-McRae `94,
Dean of Diversity, Equity, and
Inclusion Tayo Clybrun, and
Director of Student Financial
Services Cynthia Wells—to
discuss their concerns about
health care costs.
The College requires all
students to be covered by a
healthcare plan. Students can
prove that they have their
own coverage or are required
to opt into Colby’s plan.
The College’s plan costs
$1,960 this academic year.
In a Civil Discourse post on
Aug.August 27, Micaela Duran, a member of the Fund’s
board wrote that this price

disproportionately affects the
students that the Fund seeks
to support: first generation to
college and low- income students, Black, Indigenous, and
People of Color, and queer
students.
The administrators wrote
in a joint statement to the The
Colby Echo that they appreciated hearing from students
about the issue and that it is
something they feel they deal
with every year, including this
year, by “cover[ing] the cost of
health insurance for lower-income students.”
“We did that again this
year,” they said, “increasing
the number of students to
whom we are offering insurance assistance by extending
support to middle income
families --the College partially or fully assisted under 100
students last year, and as of
September 21, we have assisted 200 this year.”
The students from the Fund
said that after their meeting,
they felt like they were being
placated. They also shared
that, from the perspective
of the students they support
through their fundraising efforts, the amount covered was
not enough.
Duran shared that 17 out of
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the 32 students who applied
for aid from the Fund had
requested emergency support
to cover the costs of student
health insurance.
Stella Gonzalez `22 said
that Colby should “provide
basic healthcare for all students.” She added that even if
the College cannot do so, they
should be more transparent
and prompt in letting students know how much they
will owe.
“If they couldn’t have covered all of it they should have
let people know weeks before
at the very least. And then
they could’ve elected to do a
remote option possibly. But
even then, they should’ve
covered for all low income
students,” Gonzalezshe said.
Clyburn, Burrell-McRae,
and Wells wrote that one of
the main things they took
from the conversation with
the members of the Fund was
that they need to improve the
way the financial aid process
operates in relation to healthcare.
“We realized it would have
been helpful, given the significant changes this summer as
a result of COVID-19, to be
more proactive about reaching out to students about our
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timing and details of the insurance plan,” they said.
Ashley Ketchum `22 said
that the College should make
the process “a whole lot easier.” She shared that the College was planning to waive its
regular late fees for tuition but
did not communicate that intention to students, who were
then worried about meeting
the tuition deadline.
She also shared that she
was told by administrators
that “it’s the responsibility of
the student to know if they
don’t have the right forms
turned in.” Ketchum said that
this places a burden on lowincome students “because
it’s very hard to know where
to go and who to talk to and
what to ask for.”
The administrators said
that COVID-19 affected their
process of putting together financial aid packages in a few
ways. Because students were
given the option to study remotely, they needed to know
everyone’s decisions about being on campus or not before
allocating aid.
This is relevant specifically
to students’ health care costs
because if a student is staying
home in a state other than
Maine, they may have in-state
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coverage which would allow
them to opt out of Colby’s
health care plan.
Students were also given
time in July to tell the College
if they were planning to take
classes for the semester or to
take a leave of absence.
“When these unknowns
exist into the summer
months, it can delay financial
aid decisions, as staff need to
give adequate time to these
applications,” the administrators said.
The administrators cited
some actions that the College
took to support low-income
students throughout the pandemic. When the College
moved to remote learning in
March, student workers were
paid for the hours they would
have worked the rest of the
semester.
They said they took this
step because “we knew that
finding employment at home
or elsewhere would have been
incredibly challenging.”
As well, students whose financial aid packages include
summer earnings expectations were relieved of that requirement and the College increased the amount of money
they granted to the student
for financial aid in its place.
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The administrators also
said that, in June, the College
“facilitated grants to more
than 450 students of up to
$1,200 for emergency relief
for students with eligible expenses.”
All together, according to
the administrators, the students eligible for these three
programs and financial aid for
health insurance “will have
received direct payments or
savings of more than $5,000.”
They said that apart from
these specific pandemic-related efforts, an independent
analysis of financial aid programs around the country
showed Colby’s to be “the
fourth most generous in the
nation.”
Gonzalez said that, while
Colby brands itself as a school
that meets 100% of its students financial need, the process for low- income students
to get their financial aid is arduous.
“When it comes down to it
and I do need to pay my contribution or I need to find out
how much that contribution
is, they don’t let me know,”
she said. “And it’s really frustrating. You have to jump
through hoops to pay for your
education here.”
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College launches Coverified app to monitor community members’ symptoms, schedule COVID-19 tests
B y M at t R ocha
News Reporter

In tandem with biweekly testing, the College
has implemented the app
CoVerified as a crucial
aspect of its COVID-19
outbreak prevention protocol. Physicians, engineers, and public health
experts at Harvard Uni-

versity and the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology designed CoVerified as a comprehensive COVID-19 management platform for schools
and colleges. While the
application allows students to report new symptoms and to schedule
testing appointments, it
also allows the College to

communicate test results
and conveniently track
the condition of its student body.
In an email to The Colby Echo, Scott Lowman,
the College’s medical director and a key figure in
the COVID-19 response
team, explained CoVerified and future testing
protocol. According to
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Students report COVID-19 symptoms like fever, chills, cough, and shortness of breath daily on the Coverified app.
They also have the option to report no new systems.

Lowman, the Broad Institute in Boston runs
the College’s testing program. The Broad Institute
worked with the CoVerified team to develop the
application.
“The Broad partnered
with CoVerified to develop a platform to distribute test results, facilitate
scheduling, and provide a
symptom reporting/monitoring process,” Lowman
said.
The Broad Institute did
not require the College to
use CoVerified, however,
Lowman and his team believed that it was the best
option because of its convenience.
“While the use of CoVerified was not mandated, the College felt that
having all of these functions fall under one interface would create the most
user-friendly experience
for the campus community,” Lowman said. “Before making the decision
to select CoVerified, the
College evaluated other
potential options. CoVerified’s ability to incorporate multiple functions
under one umbrella was a
key factor in making the
decision.”
A small period of time
separated the beginning
of the school year and the
implementation of CoVerified. While students
began testing the first day
they arrived on campus,
symptom reporting and
test scheduling through
CoVerified did not start
until early September.
Lowman explains that

there was an unexpected
delay in the development
of the app.
“The options that were
being evaluated over the
summer were in development as companies were
responding to a market
need. CoVerified’s platform was not available at
the start of the semester
because of the unexpected additional time needed
for the development process. The delayed implementation was clearly a
drawback but necessary
to ensure personal health
information was protected. This situation was not
unique to the solution we
selected,” Lowman noted.
Lowman believes that
CoVerified has effectively complemented other
parts of the College’s testing program.
“Students, faculty, and
staff may use a single
app to schedule tests, receive results, and report
symptoms. It also provides a single platform
for Colby to manage these
programs,” Lowman remarked.
At this time, Lowman
and his team are unsure if
the College will change or
add to the COVID-19 prevention program, as the
situation is dynamic and
constantly
developing,
but they do not foresee
any changes in the near
future.
“We don’t know at this
time. The College takes
steps to actively stay informed about advancements in health and testing strategies. In addition,

the College monitors multiple factors that determine the health code level
as described in the following website - https://
covid19.colby.edu/healthcode-and-testing-data/,”
Lowman said. “At this
time we don’t foresee any
changes to the testing
protocol, but we will be
proactive if changes are
needed.”
Avery Rosensweig `23
agrees that CoVerified has
been one of the most convenient parts of the testing process.
“It’s been pretty easy
to navigate,” Rosensweig
said. “I like how I can do
everything all in one spot.
It’s really easy to schedule
testing times through the
app.”
Rosensweig likes that
CoVerified reports her
test results immediately
after the lab has processed
them.
“I like that I can see
my test results as soon as
they’re available. Sometimes waiting days for results can be nerve-wracking, like the test we took
right before we got to
school. For the last test
I took, the results were
ready on the same day,”
Rosensweig remarked.
While CoVerified has
generally facilitated an
easy experience, Rosensweig wishes that the application had a more robust notifications feature.
“I sometimes wish that
I would be better reminded to test and to report
symptoms. But, overall,
it’s been really easy!”

COVID 19 update for the week of September 22 to September 29
B y S o n i a L acht e r
News Editor

The College has been
at the green level since
Sept. 9, meaning that
there are “few identified or contained cases,”
symptom
surveillance
is at the seasonal norm,
and compliance with
mitigation efforts is very
high.
As of Sept. 29, 39,875
negative tests, ten positive cases, and 413 inconclusive tests (or 1%
of the total) have been
identified.
Currently,
there is one positive case

in isolation and six students are in quarantine.
The positive cases are
made up of four faculty or staff members and
six students. Nine positive cases have recovered
since classes started.
At the green level, programs and activities can
happen, indoor spaces have fewer seats, and
group sizes are limited
(to 50 for official events
and ten for unofficial
student gatherings, both
requiring distancing and
masks).
Courtesy of Sonia Lachter
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Security
Incident
Report
Log

Date:
09/24/20
09/25/20
09/25/20
09/25/20
09/26/20
09/26/20
09/26/20
09/26/20
09/26/20
09/26/20
09/26/20
09/27/20
09/27/20
09/27/20
09/27/20
09/27/20

Time:
4:39 p.m.
10:54 p.m.
10:55 p.m.
11:15 p.m.
1:54 a.m.
2:08 a.m.
7:10 a.m.
5:19 p.m.
11:27 p.m.
11:29 p.m.
11:49 p.m.
1:01 a.m.
2:18 a.m.
2:18 a.m.
2:18 a.m.
2:18 a.m.

Courtesy of Sonia Lachter

Location:
Averill
Marriner
East
Runnals
Dana
Averill
Treworgy
Dana
Mary Low
Marriner
Pond Drive
Heights
Dana
Dana
Dana
Dana

Comments:
Fire alarm
Alcohol Violation
Drug Violation
Fire
Vandalism
Gathering Checks
Alcohol Violation
Gathering Check
Gathering Check
Gathering Check
Gathering Check
Gathering Check
Vandalism (count 1)
Vandalism (count 2)
Vandalism (count 3)
Vandalism (count 3)
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Runnals fire burns almost an acre
By Sarah Warner

Locals & Features Editor
Last Friday night at
around 11 p.m., a fire ignited on Runnals Hill that
would take more than
two hours to be fully extinguished and would
burn a little under an acre
of land.

James Lane `24, a resident of Mary Low, was
walking to Foss when
he and his friends spotted the fire. Lane claims
his friend Joseph Savage `22 was the first to
call Colby Security, who
then called the Waterville
Fire Department.
“When I saw the fire, I
turned and walked up the

hill, and there were two
security vehicles there at
about 11:15 p.m.,” Lane
said. “It wasn’t that small
when I first saw it, but it
was definitely going. It
wasn’t the trees burning,
but the bushes and underbrush, all the dry stuff.”
For the past few weeks,
Maine has been experiencing a moderate to se-

Photo Courtesy of James Lane `24
Pictured above are firefighters from the Waterville Fire Department responding to the fire on Runnals this past Friday night. Two engines along with an extra tanker from Oakland were required to extinguish the flames.

vere drought. According
to the National Integrated
Drought Information System, the Waterville area
in particular is currently
experiencing a severe
drought, allowing fires
like the one in Runnals
to start very easily and
spread incredibly quickly.
Rodney Alderman, the
Incident Commander for
the Waterville Fire Department on the night of
the fire, told The Colby
Echo in an interview that
they received a call about
the fire at 11:21 p.m.
through Colby Security,
who reported that it was
a minor grass fire headed
towards the woods.
“We dispatched one engine and a fire company,”
Alderman said. “When
they arrived on scene, he
radioed back that the fire
was bigger than reported
and requested additional
apparatus and more manpower. So that brought
a second engine to the
scene. We also had to call
out a tanker from Oakland
for additional water, as we
had run out of water.”
Several students responded to and helped
with the fire, including Al-

Photo Courtesy of Sally Simpson `21
@colbyposting on Instagram posted two memes made by Sally Simpson `21 the morning following the fire.

exa Peterkin `21 and Lane,
who helped coordinate the
emergency response vehicles. Other Colby personnel including the Dean of
Students also helped evacuate students out of Dana
as a precaution while the
fire was still ongoing.
“After the fire trucks
showed up, I walked up
to a firefighter, and he
seemed to be coordinating things, so I asked if
I could help and he said
yes,” Lane said. “They told
me to go down to the gate
on Runnals and direct vehicles up to the fire. So
I did that for a couple of
hours, until 1:30 or 2 a.m.”
Much of the reason why
the area took so long to be
cleared was the amount of
debris and decaying material on the ground coupled with the extremely
dry conditions.
“Everything was extremely dry in there,”
Alderman said of the
Runnals woods.
“We were actually lucky,
as there were a lot of
branches that were very
close to the ground. If fire
had caught those branches
we would have had fire in
the trees, which is much

harder to put out.”
After the fire was extinguished, the Maine Forest
Service was contacted to
come and investigate, but
their findings were inconclusive. Alderman, however, says that there was
likely a human element
involved, whether accidental or on purpose.
“Be very careful,” Alderman said, addressing
Colby students. “If you’re
going into the woods to
smoke, please don’t throw
your cigarette butts - or
whatever else you might
be smoking - on the
ground. Don’t light off
fireworks. Not only will
you start a fire but you
could get into disciplinary issues with the school.
We are getting some rain
this week, that should
help, but the ground is
so dry it’ll soak that rain
right up.”
Both the College and
theWaterville Fire Department are continuing
their investigations into
the source of the fire.
Students with any information on the fire should
contact Dean of Students
Barbara Moore at bemoore@colby.edu.

Photo Courtesy of Sally Simpson `21
The two memes accumulated almost 500 likes on @colbyposting’s account, drawing a comparison between the
Runnals fire and the wildfires that have plagued the West Coast.

Things that were actually said in the debate
“They want to take out the
cows.” - Trump

“You need forest management” - Trump

“China ate your lunch, Joe.” Trump

“I guess I’m debating you” Trump to Chris Wallace

“I brought back Big Ten football, it was me.” - Trump
“Vote, vote, vote” - Biden
“Oh my lord” - Biden
“Maybe inject some bleach in
“It’s hard to get any word in your arm” - Biden
with this clown, I mean this
man” - Biden

“Shut up, man” - Biden
Cartoons Courtesy of Sarah Warner
Trump and Biden raised the level of political debate.
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Club Feature: Outside Colby
By Sarah Warner

Locals & Features Editor
2020 has been an unforgettable year. Between
COVID-19 and the upcoming presidential election, there’s a lot to talk
about—which is why
Outside Colby is here to
help. The College’s only
non-partisan
political
publication, Outside Colby “seeks to expand what
people think of politics,”
according to their website.
Outside Colby is currently led by two coEditors-in-Chief (EICs),
Eana Bacchiocchi `21
and Himanshu Bhurtel
`21, who have both been
involved with the magazine since their freshman year. Bacchiocchi, a
double major in English

and Environmental Policy, and Bhurtel, a Biology
Neuroscience major with
a minor in Japanese, want
to bring together their
unique educational experience to create an unforgettable year at Outside
Colby.
“We want to increase
discourse,” Bacchiocchi
said in an interview with
The Colby Echo. “Our
slogan is ‘Everything is
Political,’ and you can
see that now more than
ever. I think that so many
Colby students can bring
their interests and their
perspectives and share
that with each other.”
Outside Colby has already published one issue
called the “Disorientation
Guide,” a collection of
writing by Colby students
that seeks to show incoming students a truthful
account of what it’s like

to attend Colby. Contributing writers covered issues ranging from sports
culture to the first-year
social scene. Upcoming
issues will follow a more
traditional format for the
publication with five sections: Politics, Maine Affairs, Domestic Affairs,
International Affairs, and
Arts & Culture.
Bacchiocchi says that
she and Bhurtel hope to
encourage a larger variety of writers to join and
share their opinions with
the wider Colby community.
“This past application
cycle we saw a lot of international writers apply and get the position,
so I’m really excited for
that,” Bacchiocchi said.
“Having a place to bring
all of these diverse voices
together, that’s dedicating to publishing and

archiving what’s been going on in the world and
Colby students’ engagement with that is so important.”
Another major change
the two EICs want to
make this year is to shift
away from their focus on
hard-copies and towards
a larger digital and social
media presence.
“We are really trying
to incorporate our digital
platform as well,” Bacchiocchi claimed. “So
making that transition
is a big goal this year.
We love having our print
copies, but they’re not always picked up. I think
especially with all the
remote students now, the
ability to have every issue
published on an easily accessible digital platform
is important and a good
way to engage readership.”

Ketty Stinson `21, one
of Outside Colby’s four
section editors, said in an
interview with The Colby
Echo that this dedication
to political engagement is
why she enjoys working
for the publication.
“I think that political
opinion writing is really
important and is something that should be a
part of the dialogue on
Colby’s campus,” Stinson
said. “Like the name of
the magazine implies, we
are getting outside of the
Colby bubble. I like being
a section editor because
I love seeing what other
students think and are
writing about in the political sphere.”
Bacchiocchi, who started at Outside Colby as a
writer for International
and Domestic Affairs,
obviously shares Stinson’s
passion for discourse and

Photo Courtesy of Outside Colby
Outside Colby’s Co-Editor-In-Chief Himanshu Bhurtel `21 is a Biology (Neuroscience) major with a minor in Japanese. Bhurtel has worked for Outside Colby since the spring semester of his first year on campus.

dialogue, however, she
also has her fair share
of frustrations with the
publication process.
“I think with any publication you want your
writers to care and put
work into what they’re
doing, and sometimes
you’re just going to get
a whole range of effort,”
Bacchiocchi said. “We try
to communicate the importance of putting your
best foot forward. We’re
a group of 40, so making
sure everyone is on the
same page about deadlines and layout dates and
expectations, etc., can be
really difficult.”
The next issue of Outside Colby will be coming
out by Wednesday of next
week (Oct. 7). Make sure
to pick it up in the Spa or
the dining halls and catch
up on Colby’s political
discourse!

Photo Courtesy of Outside Colby
Outside Colby’s Co-Editor-in-Chief Eana Bacchiocchi `21 is a double major in English and Environmental Policy. Bacchiocchi has worked for Outside Colby since her first year on campus as a writer for International Affairs.

COVID-19 and lack of communication amplify struggles
that come with being a first-year international student
By Hae Jung Kim
Features Reporter

Being an international
college student comes
with enough obstacles
as it is— the mountain
of paper work that needs
to be filled out, the complicated regulations that
need to be navigated, the
unfamiliarity and anxiety that comes with living in an entirely different countr y, just to name
a few.
These hurdles only escalated with the rise of a
global pandemic, which
in turn created an atmosphere of uncertainty in
regards to the reopening of college campuses
in the fall. Subsequent
attempts by the government to prevent international students from
staying in the U.S. if
their college campuses
went virtual only intensified these anxieties,
and despite the fact that
Colby did reopen, Colby
international
students
have not been immune to
all the COVID-19 complications, particularly
first-years.
One of the hallmarks
of dorm life for many
incoming college students is living without
their family for the first
tiem, a simultaneously
terrifying yet pivotal
life experience. To do
so in an entirely different country only adds to
this trepidation, which is
why, traditionally, international students receive
additional support from
administration—
they
attend several meetings
with the Dean of the
College and Director of
International
Student
Programming for help
with obtaining a visa and
completing other necessary paperwork.
But some of this anticipated support fell apart
due to the COVID-19
restrictions, such as orientation. This, on top of
the fact that many international students ended

up coming days or even
weeks after the semester started, only added
to the confusion and
struggle of settling in
to campus.
One
international
first-year who asked to
remain anonymous says,
“Probably not all international students had
this struggle, but lots of
first-years got lost… we
had a really short orientation then we just went
to class, and then COOT
was cancelled,” one international
first-year
who asked to remain
anonymous said. “Originally we were supposed
to have an international
orientation right before
the domestic students arrived, but we didn’t have
that this year … basically
we kind of just met other
international students I
think yesterday [Friday]
because we had an international club meeting
and then we just invited
people to come together.”
Additional
problems also arose with
housing
and
health
insurance waivers.
“I [was originally]
placed in [name redacted] and then they moved
me to another dorm at
the very last minute, just
right before I arrived.
I had already bonded
with my original roommate, and then I had to
move without any idea
of what was going on,”
the same student said.
“I was pretty sure that
I could have come [to
campus] on time because
I had everything— I had
my documents, but they
said, ‘Oh you’re traveling
from an international location so we’re unsure of
whether you can be here
on time.’ I asked for subfree but I ended up at
[name redacted], which
is not sub - free. I mean
in the end, I am now in
sub-free because I asked
Campus Life, but it was
just very complicated
and I think it’s kind of
unfair to international
students. We kind of

know about things very
last minute. I mean this
is not my first time living
from home but [it is for]
lots of my friends who
are from international
communities. It’s their
first time living from
home and Colby’s logistics has not done a really
good job to support us,
physically or mentally.”
As for the waiving of
health insurance, a lack
of clarity and communication from the Financial Aid Office (and administration as a whole)
seemed to be the main
issue. “I had never
heard about health insurance subsidies until
an upperclassmen was
like ‘Oh you can actually
apply for one’ but [until then] no one actually
told me that I could apply for one,” the student
continued. “I remember
that when I appealed
my financial aid package in April, the financial aid lady told me
that this was the final
arrangement, even after
I had already reached
out about my concerns
with everything happening. But then, probably
around two weeks ago,
they said ‘We can give
you an extra subsidy.’ So
the health insurance at
Colby is $1,980 a year
and I got about $980— I
mean, it’s a pretty decent
amount but what I heard
was that some Questbridge scholars actually
got 100% of their health
insurance waived… and
when I asked other upperclassmen, they said
that in the past Colby
has waived them [health
insurance]. But this year
when I asked the Student
Financial Services again,
they told me they have
a fixed amount and that
they have to allocate the
subsidies to huge numbers of people.”
Of course, one student’s experience is not
representative of everyone in the international community, even
amongst
other
first-

Photo Courtesy of Hae Jung Kim
Without the presence of much of Colby’s vibrant international community, the College’s campus feels empty. The
COVID-19 pandemic has unfortunately prevented many international students from returning to Maine.

years. Yet their story
serves as a reminder of
how COVID-19 most impacts the marginalized on
campus— for most, the
biggest hassle with coronavirus are the health
guidelines, but for others
it encapsulates the entire
campus experience.
For a school that constantly emphasizes the
importance of community, perhaps it should begin with ensuring international students are able
to transition smoothly

despite the extenuating
circumstances. It is already difficult enough for
international first-years
to integrate themselves
into a new environment,
and this struggle has only
been magnified by COVID-19. The launch of
the OneColby campaign,
according to anonymous,
showcases the irony of
the situation.
“The OneColby campaign — Colby spent lots
of money on advertising
themselves, on Instagram

you can see all the things
they did, like the slogan
has changed and the banners have been changed.
But why don’t they use
that money to help us
[international students]
for the health insurance
subsidy? Because lots
of people struggle with
that. I don’t feel like
people will get a good
experience just based on
one slogan. If you want
to build a better sense of
community, you don’t do
it through a slogan.”
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Student art feature: Victor Garcia
By Milo LaniCaputo
A&E Editor

There is a plethora
of
musicia ns
at
C o l b y, f r o m p i a n i s t s
to
singers
to
sa xophonists.
We
have
concerts
for
the
orchestra
and
the jazz combo, and
student rock groups
play
f requent ly
through the Colby
Mu sic I nc u b ator.
But we rarely hear
of
a
lesser-k now n
group
of
artists:
C o l b y ’s
rappers.
One such rapper is
V ic t or G a rc i a `2 3.
The Colby Echo had
the opportunity to
sit dow n w it h Garcia
this week to talk
about ma k ing music
during quara ntine.
“I
moved
from
Colby
directly
to
Mexico, so I was at
home for three weeks
in a row w it hout
getting out of my
hou s e a t a l l ,” G a rc i a
said. “Then I realized
it w a sn’t t hat big of a

deal as long as I was
wearing a mask and
ever y thing, and then
I started going out,
but still most of the
stores were closed.
Most of the time
[I] w a s h a n g i n g ou t
with friends that I
[ h a v e k n ow n] s i n c e
way
before
high
school who were also
w or k i n g on mu s i c ,”
Garcia
explained,
“ a n d t h a t ’s h o w I
decided
to
start
recording during the
s u m m e r.”
O v e r t h e s u m m e r,
Garcia
recorded
several rap songs with
his friends. Most of
them, he said, were
‘ featured ’
tracks—
where several people
r a p o n o n e p e r s o n ’s
song. He a lso released
several
songs
on
streaming platforms
a n d Yo u Tu b e u n d e r
the name caparkove.
Garcia
told
The
Colby Echo about the
inspiration for his
s o n g “ C L A S E 1 ”.
“[My f r i e n d s a n d
I] u s e d t o g o ou t

and play soccer or
do whatever out in
the street, or by the
r i v e r, a n d I w o u l d
just record a ll the
adventures
and
I’d upload them to
Yo u Tu b e [ u n d e r t h e
name
c a p a r k o v e]….
So when I decided
to c re at e ‘C L A SE 1’
I had these lyrics
written before, and
i t ’s m o s t l y j u s t a b o u t
how I f low on a beat
and
just
show ing
them
[t h r ou g h
l y r ic s].
“This is the first
class, this is the first
time
I ’m
show ing
you
how
I
r a p,”
Garcia continued, “I
[d e c i d e d] t o c r e a t e
a music v ideo for
that song. I got some
of the clips that I
had from eight or
nine years ago and
I edited them and I
put t hem toge t her. S o
t h a t ’s t h e o r i g i n o f
c a p a r k o v e .”
Garcia
worked
wit h a professiona l
music producer f rom
the DopeClass Mafia

Movie Review:
“The Devil All The Time”
B y Tanvi I yer
A&E Reporter

“...if crime
and tragedy is
up your alley, then this
is certainly a
must watch.”
As October approaches, it’s time for horror
movies and thrillers to
take the stage. “The Devil All the Time,” a Netf lix
original, is a great film
to ease your way into the
spooky season. Based off
of a book with the same
title, the movie is set in
the south around the
1960s and 1970s and revolves around victims of
murder and tragedy.
There is a very strong
religious
theme
that
serves as the foundation for the film. With a
star-studded cast of Tom
Holland, Robert Pattinson, Bill Skarsgard,
and Sebastian Stan, it is
quite an engaging film to
watch.

Actor
Performance:
9/10

With the incredibly
talented actors in this
movie, it is no surprise
that they were able to
portray their characters
in a compelling manner.

Bill Skarsgard, who
plays a World War II veteran, managed to deliver
a repertoire of emotions
from love to anger and
pain despite having limited screen time.
Tom Holland, who rose
to fame acting as Spiderman in Marvel movies shows a more serious
side. Holland, who plays
a troubled teenager, does
a great job balancing the
serious and caring sides
to his character.
Skarsgard and Holland
pull off fantastic southern accents, while Patterson, who plays a not
so upstanding minister,
on the other hand, fell a
bit f lat. His accent is so
high-pitched that it provoked quite a few laughs
from the audience. However, he still brings his
character to life. It is safe
to say that the acting in
this movie was quite brilliant.

Plot:
8/10

The movie deals with
many heav y themes such
as death, sin, violence,
and trauma. However,
these themes are embedded well into the storyline so that they never feel abrupt or out of
place.
Some of the scenes are
quite vulgar, making
them a bit shocking to
watch; however, they do
not take away from the
integrity of the movie.
My only complaint is
that the movie’s slow

pace dragged a little. At
specific points, I found
myself just wishing the
movie would hurry up.

Writer
Creativity:
7/10
The writers managed
to do a fabulous job of
merging a great story
with occasional grim details.
The beginning of the
movie was remarkably
strong, with a couple of
shocking
occurrences
that kept you engaged.
However, it took a turn
for the worse towards the
end when it became predictable.
The ending felt like a
last-minute effort to tie
up all of the loose ends in
the story. Even with the
unsurprising conclusion,
the way the motifs were
woven into the storyline
is enough to distract you.
This close to two and-ahalf hour movie requires
undivided attention to
understand every thing
that happens. It may not
be for everyone due to its
more gruesome nature,
but if crime and tragedy
is up your alley, then this
is certainly a must watch.

Tom Holland is one of several stars in this movie released on Netflix September 16.

Overall
Rating:
8/10

Photo Courtesy of Milo Lani-Caputo ‘23

in Reynosa to make
“C L A S E 1.”
This
collective
of
rappers
and
producers
has
a
s t u d i o i n t h e c i t y,
but Garcia told The
Colby Echo that most
of his recording was
done in makeshif t
home studios.
Similar setups can
be found in students’
dorm rooms all over
C o l b y ’s
campus.
Garcia
told
The
Colby
Echo
about
s p o n t a n e o u s l y
making
a
song
with another Colby
r app er.
“ We j u s t l o o k e d f o r
a beat, because he is
n o t a b e a t m a k e r, a n d
we b o t h l i k e d [t h e
b e a t w e f o u n d ] . We
just freestyled over
it, and recorded many
freestyles, and you
just keep what you
wa nt a nd whatever
you don’t w a nt , you
j u s t t a k e i t o u t . I t ’s
a l l recorded. Now we
have to take a picture
t hat we wa nt for t he
c o v e r.”

He plans to release
the song soon with
h i s c ol l a b or ator.
Garcia a lso rapped
in
the
CMI
Fa ll
Concert, and he said
he hopes to do more
performances in the
f u t u r e a t C o l b y. A s

rappers like Garcia
continue
to
grow
their outreach, more
a nd more students
are
being
touched
by their art. Colby
is sure to see an
expansion of rap on
campus in the future.

Photo Courtesy of Victor Garcia `23
Rapper Victor Garcia at the top of a mountain in Acadia.

A closer look at Colby’s
endowment
B y Sam L eathe
Finance Columnist

$886,000,000. This
is the total size of
Colby’s endowment
as of 2019. Yes, it’s a
very large number,
but what does it really mean?
To truly understand Colby’s endowment, one must first
understand what a
college or university endowment is
and what purpose it
serves. According to
the American Council on Education, an
endowment is “an
aggregation of assets
invested by a college
or university to support its educational
mission in perpetuity.” Some, but not
all, of these assets are
donated. So, to summarize: a college’s endowment is an investment fund, usually
composed of several
different types of assets, many of which
are donated, which
serves as the financial
backbone of the College.
Schools can use
their
endowments
for several things,
yet the most common
uses include funding
research, public service, teaching, and
financial aid opportunities. These uses
depend on the specific endowment’s legal structure, usually
determined by the
donors who made
the charitable donation to the institution
(i.e., what someone
donated the asset for,
specifically).
Compared to the
other NESCAC colleges and universities,
Colby has a below-average
endowment,
ranking 8th out of the
11 NESCAC schools.
The average endowment size among this
group comes out to
roughly $1.175 billion, using data from
2017. Williams ranks

first, while Connecticut College places last
with an endowment
less than one-ninth of
Williams’s. Although
Colby’s endowment
is not monumental
when compared to
its NESCAC rivals,
$886 million is no
small number. That
is enough money to
buy the Los Angeles
Kings, yet it is quite
doubtful that the Colby board of trustees
would approve such
an investment.
Colby releases an
endowment
report
at the end of every
fiscal year, the most
recent coming at the
end of the 2019 Fiscal Year (FY2019).
This report does not
detail what the fund
was used for over the
past 12 months, other
than the total amount
spent, which came to
roughly $46 million
in 2019. However, the
report does provide a
great amount of insight into what the
endowment is composed of in terms of
asset class distribution.
The FY2019 report
defines four different asset classes that
comprise the endowment: marketable equities, non-marketable equities, hedge
funds, and cash and
bonds. These distributions make up
35.7%, 30.5%, 22.7%,
and 11.1% of the endowment respectively.
According to the
2019 report, marketable equities consists
of several subcategories: domestic, international developed,
emerging
markets,
marketable real estate, and marketable
natural
resources.
Non-marketable equities also have subcategories, including
venture capital, private equity, real estate, and natural resources. Hedge funds
have no subcatego-

ries, as does the final
class, cash and bonds.
All of these categories
and subcategories are
denoted in the endowment report, yet
no detail is provided
regarding what makes
up each of them specifically.
The area of the report that goes into the
most detail is the appendix, which lists all
direct security holdings, or stocks held by
Colby’s endowment.
This list is included
due to the College’s
responsible investing
policy, which was established in 2006, per
the FY2019 report.
The list contains the
names of 31 companies, all publicly
listed, whose stock
is owned by Colby
through its endowment fund. Some
of the most notable
companies
whose
stock is held by the
College include Amazon, Slack Technologies, Alibaba Group,
Visa, Netflix, Adobe,
Salesforce, Facebook,
Alphabet (Google),
and Starbucks.
Many
of
these
stocks
have
performed very well
since the stock market fell in February
and March, yet no
data has been released regarding the
endowment’s performance in 2020. This
will certainly be a difficult year financially
for many colleges and
universities around
the world. Yet, the
Colby
community
will have to wait until
the next endowment
report to see just how
impacted the College has been due to
the economic uncertainty caused by the
COVID-19 pandemic. The endowment
increased $42 million
in FY2019; however,
it seems unlikely that
this impressive return
will be replicated in
FY20.
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How to buy a Halloween costume in Water ville
By Colin Alie
Opinions Reporter

Cartoon Courtesy of Sarah Warner ‘21

I, like many others,
typically
buy
my
Halloween stuff by midto-late summer - Labor
Day weekend at the latest.
But with the ongoing
COVID-19
distraction,
I’ve been limited in
my holiday shopping,
and consequently I am
the most backlogged I
have ever been in my
Halloween preparations.
There is nothing spookier
than having to scramble
at the eleventh hour
to order the countless
home decorations, lawn

ornaments,
elaborate
costumes, and pranking
supplies
necessary
to
celebrate the scary in style.
Now that it’s October, this
time crunch has become
entirely unbearable.
Everyone
celebrates
Halloween
in
their
own unique way, but
we can all agree that
exorbitant spending for
a holiday aimed mostly
at children which many
will immediately forget is
indeed just. Fittingly, I’ve
attached my very own topfive insider tips for how to
most effectively prepare for
this upcoming celebration.
1.) Determine your
budget beforehand. I
like to do this step first
because it helps me avoid
overspending
when
I
get to the stores. Loyal
readers may recall my
recent
financial
woes
brought on by a string
of substantial losses on
investment decisions that
I readily admit to have
made myself. Naturally,
violence begets violence,
and in the same sense, my
own ill-advised monetary
judgements have since
led me to tripling down
on these aforementioned
expenditures and thereby

losing nearly all of the
fortune I had previously
accrued in my tenure as
Lead Opinions Auctioneer
here at The Colby Echo.
These days, I like to limit
myself to a ballpark figure
that is anywhere around
$5,000 to $10,000 per year
on Halloween prep. I find
that this budget helps reel
in any indulgent desires I
find f loating around my
head upon entering the
store.
2.) Consider multiperson costumes. No, this
doesn’t mean matching
couples costumes à la
Mickey/Minnie,
Devil/
Angel, or Peter Pan/
Tinkerbell. Fear not: the
time-honored two-person
horse suit is far from wornout. It is a classic gag that
strikes the perfect balance
between
claustrophobia
and the type of equine
role-playing too often
looked over during the rest
of the year. To make this
look your own, consider
going as the Colby Mule.
Or, for those of you who
are engaged in polygamous
relations, look no further
than the humble camel as
your next costume.
3.)
Try
to
shop
locally to support small

businesses. Sure, those big
box stores such as Party
Depot or Party America
may look appealing on the
outside, but they lack the
homey-feel and considerate
customer care of a momand-pop shop. Take, for
sake of random example,
the Party City located in
Augusta’s
marketplace
district. It may appear to
be the ideal one-stop shop
for all your Halloween
planning needs, but this is
far from the truth. If variety
is the spice of life, Party
City is the plain yogurt.
Unless you want the same
contrived, blasé Halloween
costumes seen on every
street vendor’s stand full of
issues of Oriental Trading
magazine,
I
suggest
steering away from this
graveyard of a Halloween
stockery. Plus, with their
prices, you would think
they put an excise tax on
rudely-delivered service.
4.) When shopping,
either go before you leave
or hold it in. The manager
of the Augusta Party
City and her well-trained
team
of
recalcitrant
subordinates
are
completely unbudging in
their enforcement of store
policies. In particular,

when it comes to the
powder rooms at this Party
City, upper management
is stricter than the nuns
at Waterville own’s Mount
Merici Academy. The
managerial team is not
understanding of entirely
accidental situations at all
and will insist that you
choked the can on purpose.
The manager is completely
apathetic to any pleas that
“the toilet was already
jammed” and will simply
counter by explaining that
you “shouldn’t have gone
on top of the clog.” A crock
of bull, indeed.
5.) Be open to peace
negotiations.
Do
not
demand to “speak to the
manager about an exchange
of manual labor in lieu of
monetary reparations to
cover the cost of a brand
new porcelain bowl” at
the Party City in Augusta.
If they needed reliable
plumbing so bad, they
should sell real wrenches
and plungers instead of
those fake f limsy rubber
ones. At all costs, avoid
escalating the previous
situation by threatening
to “unleash my fury upon
you like the bursting of
one thousand pipes.” Last
but not least, don’t fall for

the age-old trick. That guy
who looks like a plumber
shopping in the next aisle
over from the lavatories
is just some other Party
City employee dressed in
a Super Mario costume.
Any sorts of pleas with a
supposed “industry man”
will fall by the wayside.
Not to bring religion
into this otherwise secular
matter, but I’d like now
to invoke some scripture
- after all, Halloween
originated as a pagan
tradition.
Specifically,
I’ll quote some scripture
that
narrowly
missed
the final edit of the King
James Version, which
goes something along
the lines of “And when
he had opened the fourth
seal, I heard the voice of
the fourth beast say: Hi,
welcome to Party City!”
(Revelation 6:7). Of course,
for every Miracle on the
Hudson, there’s a massacre
in the sky, if you’re a
bird. In that same vein,
it may well be that some
readers find Party City to
be a valuable resource for
Halloween prep after all.
Happy holidays, and good
luck shopping!

End campus crucifixions!
By M ilo L ani -C aputo
Opinions Reporter

Brothers and sisters,
the time is nigh. We are all
united as Colby students,
inseparably
bonded
together by our love for
the Celtics, Dunkin, and
posting about nature on
Instagram. I treasure
nothing more than our
kinship and our universal
purpose at Colby: to have
a good friggin’ time. But,
I beg of you: heed my
warning, lest we repeat
the regrettable mistakes
of the past.
When
the
plague
came upon us, we were
tested to the very core
of our resilience. Ye, the
pestilence
descended
rapidly, and interfered
with
our
universal
purpose, The Mission.
Friends, some among
us were forced to skip
Doghead. Yes, I know,
the thought of all the

forsaken ragers causes me
to uncontrollably sob on
a daily basis too. Yet we
persevered in the face of
adversity, and migrated
back to our homesteads
in the suburbs of Boston.
People, one plague is big,
but unaccompanied by
eleven others, it’s really
not that impressive. We’re
getting on with our lives,
as we should.
But I have kept my
ear to the ground. Subtle
whisperings of further
tragedy have kept me
vigilant, and for that
I thank Greene. I was
in my dorm room last
Friday, poring over the
moving passages of our
Lord
Greene’s
latest
email, when I heard the
ear-piercing shriek of
the Greene’s vengeance
from across Dana lawn.
Smoke rose from behind
our beloved dining and
residence hall, and in an
instant I knew this was
more than the casual onset

of a worldwide pandemic.
I believe in my heart
that a messenger from
Greene appeared before
a
couple
of
roachtossing hippies in the
form of a burning bush.
Upon
shedding
their
Birkenstocks and Chacos,
they were no doubt
invited to draw nearer
and observe some good ol’
fashioned miracles. The
nature of these miracles
remains a mystery to all
of us, as these courageous
witnesses have been forced
to hide from the wrath
of the Disciplinarians.
Nonetheless, I hadn’t
the time to ask for the
facts, as I prepared for
Armageddon.
That
same
night,
courageous residents had
to face the Great Flood of
Heights. A humble servant
of
Greene
frantically
gathered together two
students from each sports
team to repopulate, and to
my knowledge, the future

of our varsity sports is
safe. But it is with a heavy
heart that I inform you
that countless carpets
were lost in the perilous
waters.
Connect the dots, folks!
Judgement Day is upon
us, whether we ignore it
like homework for online
classes or not. Now, I’m
no scrupulous student
of faith, but I’ve had my
fair share of old stories
fed into my ears by pushy
great-aunts. We’ve seen
this type of thing before.
For these reasons, I beg of
you today: stop all campus
crucifixions! I know this
hurts to hear, and believe
me, I would never suggest
it unless we were out of
options. But we don’t want
to mess up the same way
those guys from like 5,000
years ago did.
The savior of Colby
only comes once, you guys,
and it would really be a
bummer if we nailed them
to a big “t” on Miller lawn

the way we love to do to
prank our friends. I’m not
saying never do it again! I
think if things cool off in
a couple thousand years
and no more crazy stuff
happens, maybe we can
start nailing our friends
to crosses again like the
good ol’ days. But I think
we should take a vacation;

I really do think it’s for
the best. Let us all learn to
praise Greene in new ways
for a few millennia.
Oh, and if you see nine
or so people sitting on
one side of a long table,
just keep an eye out for
the sneaky-looking one.
That dude is probably bad
news.

Cartoon Courtesy of Sarah Warner ‘21
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Beer die is the cure to Covid-19
B y W ill B edingfield
Sports Editor

COVID-19,
and
its
subsequent
restrictions,
has left students with
no choice but to pick up
a drinking game indigenous to Mayflower Hill,
but long forgotten. Like
those gorgeous weeping
willows by Johnson pond,
a species that originates
in China, “Beer Die” has
been beautifying Colby’s
landscape. Wildly popular at every other college
and university in America,
something about the demanding academic schedule and aggressively cold
and long winters has kept
Mules from playing die
until it became their only
feasible option. The CDC
has deemed beer pong and
stack cup unsafe and risky
due to the amount of cup
sharing and close proximity, especially since the two
are played indoors where
the virus flourishes. Athletes and otherwise alike
are itching for competition and without NESCAC competitions or our
belovedly-banned drinking games, the only athletically-demanding drunken
stress-reliever is beer die.
Typically played in COVID-free circumstances,
the game is easily adapted
to become COVID friendly with just a mask. Die is
compliant to both CDC
and Colby’s COVID-19
guidelines, aside from the
ban on both drinking and
board games, and is truly the safest option. The
game is played in teams
of two, who are socially
distant and have personal
drinking cups, and the
only shared contact is between players and the two
throwing dice. So long as
you’re not touching your
face or putting the die
in your mouth, the virus
spread should be limited,
especially if you happen to
be somewhere without an
active case.
Just this weekend I
caught up with groups of
players on Miller Lawn

who had supposedly scared
away the Colby Spikeball
Club from their own be-

“In any case, when
I couldn’t take
anymore of the
disturbingly addicting bastardizations
of what used to be
Radiohead’s “Creep”
and The Cranberries’
“Zombie”, which had
already infected me
with a healthy feeling
of betrayal to my love
for the originals, I decided to interview a
nearby student before
any self-loathing took
hold. ”

Will Bedingfield

loved practice location.
This was a depraved bunch
who had clearly been playing for hours. With every
lukewarm Naturday and
Natty-Ice consumed, the
mob’s tosses moved a foot
further and further from
landing on the board.
When I arrived, the teams
were caught in a tieddeadlock as nobody had a
chance at landing a point.
Just ten minutes later, the
game had devolved into a
bizzely-ritualistic and socially-distant dance circle
to EDM remixes of obscure
90s rock hits. In any case,
when I couldn’t take anymore of the disturbingly
addicting bastardizations
of what used to be Radiohead’s “Creep” and The
Cranberries’
“Zombie”,
which had already infected
me with a healthy feeling
of betrayal to my love for
the originals, I decided to
interview a nearby student
before any self-loathing
took hold. What turned out
to be first-year John Smith

`24 had a glossed over look
on his face that only comes
about after six or seven of
those beautifully-disgusting 5.6 abv Natty Ices and
a healthy amount of “um”s
and “can you repeat that’s”
that I’ve taken the liberty
to remove.
“This drinking game is
the real pandemic” exclaimed the slightly-frightened Smith. “It started off
super chill, but the more
we drank, the worse we
got. I can’t tell if I’ve been
playing for ten minutes or
an hour, but god it feels
great to be out of my room.
I have no clue how but this
Natty-Light started tasting
even more like water! And
dude, haven’t you heard
it’s all-natural?!” Smith exclaimed in a shocking sign
of consciousness.
Having sacrificed any
semblance of athleticism
to a pandemic-induced
and voracious need to
binge drink, poor Johnny
would have no chance
of winning if not for his
similarly-afflicted opponents. For the players who

struggle from the start due
to a deficiency in either
concentration or god-given-athletic-beer-die talent
this game can quickly turn
into a brutal endurance
contest. For those who
have had the pleasure of
participating in the game
you’ll know there is a serious learning curve which
is only redoubled with
proper inebriation. The
best die players look like a
mix between former high
school hockey players and
b e e r- b e l l i e d - b a c k y a r d cornhole players, which
I’m sure is the next stage of
their evolutionary trajectory.
Beer die is a sociallydistant,
mask-adaptable
athletic and social release.
Quite frankly, it is our
best bet to combat covidcaused depression and
cabin fever, which is on its
way to Mayflower Hill, if
it isn’t here already. So before it dips to forty degree
highs and twenty degree
lows with a foot of snow
on the ground, find three
buddies and get tossing.

Courtesy of Avery Rosensweig and Will Bedingfield

Want to advertise with the Echo?
Contact: colbyecho1877@gmail.com
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RETRACTION
The Colby Echo is initiating
a retraction regarding it’s
article, “Colby field hockey
needs a new field”. On Tuesday, September 29th The
Colby Echo met with Colby’s
Vice President of Planning,
Brian Clark, to clarify a discrepancy in last week’s issue.
The past issue wrote that,
“The College has since sued
Shaw Sports Turf Inc. for
improper construction and
the results should come later this week” while in reality no lawsuit has been filed
by Colby College in regards
to the turf issue. The Colby
Echo has since removed the
error from its online issue.

Beer Die scoreboard of people on The Colby Echo team from 1995 to 1996
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Damon’s
Discount
Beverages
WE NOW TAKE CREDIT
AND DEBIT CARDS!
Open Sun.-Wed. until 9 p.m.,
Thurs. until 10 p.m.,
Fri. & Sat. until Midnight

207-873-6228
Damon’s Discount
Beverages
52 Front Street
Waterville, ME
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Environmental Humanities Art and Writing
Last spring, the Environmental Humanities Student Advisory
Board was proud to
publish the second
edition of FAUNA EH
Literary and Art Magazine. Today we’d like to
share one of our favorite pieces with you-- a
collaboration between
artist and writer, both
seeking to portray one
transcendent
experience in nature. The
writer Meghan Hurley `20, and the artist
Ingrid Sant `21, both
took a JanPlan course,
ES358: Ecological Field
Study in Belize, in January 2020. The follow-
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ing poem and illustration are part of a series
of six, each inspired by
a particularly impactful moment or image
from their trip.
“We wanted to find
a way to capture these
moments and feelings
and the ways that they
inspired us to think
deeply and in new ways
about the world surrounding us,” said Ingrid, “so that we could
continue to learn from
them when we got
home.”
To enjoy more of
their works, please pick
up a copy of FAUNA
at a magazine rack on

campus.
If you’ve ever had a
meaningful experience
in nature, and would
like to share it, or if you
have any other kind
of
environmentally
themed art or writing,
please submit it to be
published in the third
edition of FAUNA. All
submissions are due
by October 23rd, and
should be emailed to
ayla.fudala@colby.edu.
Now, please enjoy
this exceptional collaboration!

The Fore reef
B y M eghan H urley

We are hovering, suspended, on the edge of a cliff
On one side of us is the familiarity of visible life,
Coral and the fish we know well.
On the other, rays of light converge,
Then drift off into nothing.
I imagine this is what flying feels like.
Or space.

Heating on campus: what can we do?
B y A drian V isscher

Sustainabiliy Columnist

Last week it was officially below freezing
outside, Sunday River
started making snow,
and the ground was
covered in frost. While
this past weekend may
have been ideal, sunny
weather, it is apparent
that it is quickly becoming colder, especially when one looks
at the forecast. With
the arrival of autumn
weather, the campus
will start consuming
another type of energy:
heating.
Environment America
recently published a report on the most environmentally conscious
schools in America regarding renewable energy, and Colby was
mentioned
multiple
times for setting an example.
“Colby College in
Maine ranks first for
using renewable energy
for its non-electrical
energy needs, thanks in
part to energy from a
geothermal system that
draws from the earth’s
stable temperature…,”
Science America reports.
Living on campus, it
is very easy to observe
the College’s commitment to reducing our
environmental impact.
As this is something
that has been stressed
by the school, I decided
to talk with Sandy Beauregard, the Sustainability Director, about
the past, present, and

future of heating.
In the past decade,
the College has made
numerous changes to
the heating infrastructure. In 2012, Colby
made an early change to
the central heating system with the addition
of biomass-fuel.
“This switch to lowgrade wood saved nearly one million gallons
of oil per year,” Beauregard said.
She cited ongoing
environmental goals as
well as speculations of
rising oil prices as a motivator for the switch.
Later, in 2014, the College even switched its
backup heaters from oil
boilers to natural gas.
As for the present, the
College is in the midst
of finishing a “master
plan” for energy and
utility. The result of
this process is not to
give absolute, singular
solutions to the improvement of energy
consumption;
rather,
its goal is to explore the
many different ways the
College could adapt in
the future.
“One option considered is a ‘business-asusual’ case where we
continue with our existing infrastructure, upgrading as needed. Alternative scenarios will
consider lower carbon
strategies that would
allow Colby to eliminate fossil fuels from
campus,”
Beauregard
explained.
While the College
continues to make an
effort to reduce and

change our heating, it is
important to recognize
that we, as students,
have a role to play and
that we can help make a
positive impact.
Beauregard recommended three easy ways
in which students could
make a difference. The
first one is that temperatures in dorm rooms
should be set as low as
comfortable, and Beauregard said that 68
degrees Fahrenheit is a
good standard.
The
second
one
has to do with opening windows. Because
many rooms are combined together for heating, one person opening a window could
cause a fluctuation in
the whole zone, resulting in a domino effect.
The room with the open
window would be at a
good temperature, but
the rest would overheat.
“Eventually, everyone
in the zone is too hot,
causing more people
to open their windows,
and you end up in a
situation with the heat
on full blast with all or
a lot of windows open,”
Beauregard explained.
And finally, she recommends that if there
is anything faulty with
your heating to reach
out to Facilities Services. In general, with the
cold weather near, it is
important that we are
intentional about our
consumption of heat
and understand that
our actions can make a
difference.

I don’t know what’s down there,
I know someone must have visited this exact spot,
Must have dove and found out.
But I don’t think I want to know.
This place lends itself to a mystery
Our humanness can’t solve.
Unlike so many places within our reach,
So many answers already known.
There is something powerful about allowing ourselves
to hover here,
		

And wonder.

It’s a mind sinker,
The thought of being lost in the darkness
Of the open ocean.

Courtesy of Ingrid Sant

Photo Courtesy of Colby College
Colby’s Facilities Services Headquarter captured in an evening glow while the building is still hard at work

